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From nudity to sandwiches: The biggest culture shocks 
for foreigners in Germany 

Derald Preston, 55, from Long Island, found himself in an awkward standoff with a cashier at a 

Braunschweig supermarket as he waited for her to pack his items. 

"She began to give me the death look," he said. "I couldn't figure out what was wrong until my 

colleague told me that I had to bag my own groceries ... with my own bag or buy one! How 

could I be so stupid not to bring my own grocery bags to the grocery store?" 

The topsy-turvy world of bread 

It's no secret that Germans love their bread, but the culture around it can be confusing for 

foreigners. 

"There are a lot of really sma11 things, like not finding a portable container that fits sandwich 

bread sized sandwiches," said Sara from Oregon. ''They sell sandwich bread, but apparently no 

one uses it for sandwiches." 

For fellow American Ben, 25, it's been hard to get used to dominance of wheat products and the 

lack of alternatives for people with dietary requirements. 

"As someone who is gluten free, living in Germany in particular has been incredibly 

challenging," the Bochum resident told us. ''I've also lived in Hungary and Austria, and both 

Jocations did a much better job of providing gluten free foods. Budapest surprisingly bas many 

dedicated gluten free restaurants, but I have yet to find a single one in the entire Ruhrgebiet." 

Others pointed out that the culture of Abendbrot - having bread for dinner - also seemed strange, 

especially for people that are used to a hot, hearty evening meal back home. 

The love-affair with nudity 

Frei-lwrper-kultur (FKK), or "free body culture" , is a big thing in Germany, but the love of 

public nudity can be bewildering to foreigners. 

"Why can' t people keep their clothes on?", muses John Conlon. "One afternoon walking through 

a park in Berlin I saw a man with a leather jacket, boots but nothing else. I've seen a man with 

his trousers around his ankles, playing the guitar." 

Though the sight of people's wobbly bits in public spaces does take some getting used to, 

foreigners who have been in Germany long enough can often come to the conclusion that if you 

can't beat them, you might as well join them. 

" I' ve been here long enough now, I actually join in with this carefree attitude to nudism," John 

says. 


